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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This thesis is on “Message Confidentiality in Cloud-based Biometric Verification System” 

Now-a-days, we are talking more and more about insecurity in various sectors as well as the 

computer techniques and also mobile technique to be implemented to counter this trend: access 

control to computers, e-commerce, banking, etc. There are two old-style ways of identifying an 

individual. The first method is a knowledge-based method. It is based on the knowledge of an 

individual’s information such as the PIN code to allow him/her to activate a mobile phone. The 

second method is based on the possession of token. It can be a piece of identification, a key, a 

badge, etc. These two methods of identification can be used in a complementary way to obtain 

increased security like in bank cards. However, they each have their weaknesses. In the first 

case, the password can be forgotten or forecast by a third party. In the second case, the badge (or 

ID or key) may be lost or stolen. Cloud based biometric features are an alternative solution to the 

two previous identification modes. The advantage of using the biometric features is that they are 

all universal, measurable, unique, and permanent.Efficiency / cost reduction. By using cloud 

infrastructure, have to spend huge amounts of money on purchasing and maintain kit. The 

interest of applications using biometrics can be summed up in two classes: to facilitate the way 

of life and to avoid fraud. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

When discussing Internet confirmation, much of the time, individuals are as yet discussing 

passwords. Probably the most concerning issue with current verification approaches is the 

presence of an excessive number of secret word account pairings for every client, which prompts 

overlooking or utilizing the equivalent username and secret phrase for different locales. A 

potential answer for this issue can be found in the utilization of biometrics. Biometric 

verification systems, which attempt to approve the character of a client dependent on his/her 

physiological or social attributes, are now generally utilized for nearby validation purposes (for 

private use), while their utilization on the Internet is still relatively unassuming. The principle 

purpose behind this setting is open issues relating primarily to the availability and adaptability of 

existing biometric innovation. Comparable issues are additionally experienced in other 

arrangement spaces of biometric innovation, for example, crime scene investigation, law-

implementation and the same. For instance, as indicated by , the biometric databases of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, the US State Department, Department of Defense, or the 

Department of Homeland Security are required to become essentially throughout the following 

not many yours to suit a few hundred millions (or even billions) of personalities. Such desires 

make it important to devise exceptionally versatile biometric innovation, fit for working on 

gigantic measures of information, which, thus, incites the requirement for adequate stockpiling 

limit and noteworthy preparing power. The primary arrangement that rings a bell concerning the 

laid out issues is moving the current biometric innovation to a cloud stage that guarantees fitting 

adaptability of the innovation, adequate measures of capacity, parallel preparing abilities, and 

with the far reaching accessibility of cell phones additionally gives an open section point to 

different applications and administrations that depend on versatile customers. Subsequently, 

distributed computing is equipped for tending to issues identified with the up and coming age of 

biometric innovation, and yet, offers new application conceivable outcomes for the current age 
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of biometric frameworks. Be that as it may, moving the current biometric innovation to the cloud 

is a nontrivial task. Engineers endeavoring to handle this errand should know about the most 

well-known difficulties and deterrents experienced, while moving the innovation to a cloud 

stage. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of the contextual investigation introduced in the rest of to put the general standards 

displayed in the past areas into training and give increasingly itemized (specialized) data on the 

way toward coordinating biometric innovation into a cloud stage. The premise of the contextual 

analysis speaks to a model unique mark affirmation frameworks, named Finger imprint. A 

nearby test form of this model framework is as of now introduced at the Faculty of Computer 

and Information Science, University of Ljubljana, before the Computer Vision Laboratory. 

 

1.3 Motivation 

Biometrics is the mechanized acknowledgment of people dependent on their conduct and natural 

qualities. It is an apparatus for building up certainty that one is managing people who are as of 

now known (or not known)— and thus that they have a place with a gathering with specific 

rights (or to a gathering to be denied sure benefits). It depends on the assumption that people are 

physically and typically unmistakable in various manners. Outlines the essential activities of an 

acknowledgment procedure. 

Biometric frameworks are utilized progressively to perceive people and control access to 

physical spaces, data, administrations, and to different rights or advantages, including the 

capacity to cross universal fringes. The inspirations for utilizing biometrics are various and 

regularly cover. They incorporate improving the comfort and productivity of routine access 

exchanges, decreasing misrepresentation, and upgrading open wellbeing and national security. 

Questions endure, in any case, about the adequacy of biometric frameworks as security or 

reconnaissance instruments, their ease of use and reasonability, suitability in broadly changing 

settings, social effects, consequences for protection, and legitimate and arrangement suggestions. 
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1.4 Reviews 

Screening: In screening applications, we are keen on keeping the clients from accept in 

numerous characters (for example a fear based oppressor utilizing various international IDs to 

enter a remote nation). This necessitates we guarantee an individual has not as of now selected 

under another expected iden-clean before including his new record into the database. Such 

screening is beyond the realm of imagination utilizing conventional verification instruments and 

biometrics gives the main accessible arrangement  

A biometric framework is a framework that permits the acknowledgment of a certain Chirac-

touristic of an individual utilizing numerical calculations and biometric information. There are a 

few employments of biometric frameworks. There are frameworks that require enlistment 

upstream of clients. Other ID frameworks don't require this stage. 

1.5Report Layout 

The layout of this report is described below: 

In chapter 1 I have covered the introduction to my project, motivation for building this kind of 

system, objectives and goals of the biometric system, what I have planned or the expected 

outcome of the application and the ultimate layout of this report. 

In chapter 2 I have added some related projects and some studies that helped me a lot in 

developing this application. I also included the problems and challenges that I faced during the 

research development phase. 

In chapter 3 I have specified the whole process of this application using some, state diagrams, 

business process models and work flow diagrams. 

In chapter 4 I included the specification that I have used in the system. Front-end design, back-

end design, implementation etc. requirements are described in this chapter too. 

In chapter 5 I have added the implementation and details and analysis reports in details. 

Chapter 6 is covered by the discussion and future development scopes and plans. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM 

2.Conventional System 

A biometric framework is a framework that permits the acknowledgment of a certain Chirac-

touristic of an individual utilizing numerical calculations and biometric information. There 

are a few employments of biometric frameworks. There are frameworks that require 

enlistment upstream of clients. Other recognizable proof frameworks don't require this stage. 

  

2.1 Description  

Biometric framework is a profoundly dynamic field of innovative work, which picked up 

ubiquity just a couple of years back. Since the field covers a wide scope of regions 

identifying with all degrees of distributed computing (for example Fathers, IA as, and Saabs), 

it is just characteristic that not every single imaginable part of the field is properly shrouded 

in the accessible logical writing. This is likewise valid for cloud-based biometrics. While 

there are a few papers tending to this theme, they are ordinarily worried about explicit parts 

of the innovation and disregard the master plan. Crafted by Gonzales ET.al, for instance, 

addresses cloud-based biometrics, yet centers around how to shield biometric information 

from miss-use through a crypto-biometric framework. . Different analysts center more 

around creating biometric innovation for a certain biometric methodology and present 

distributed computing as a potential use-case. This paper, then again, attempts to cover 

various parts of cloud-based biometrics and is similarly intrigued by lawful (e.g., issues 

identifying with information insurance, information maintenance and so on.) just as 

specialized issues. Starting here of view, the subject of the paper is all the more firmly 

identified with crafted by Sank and Dazzler or Kohlwey ET. All, where biometrics and 

distributed computing are likewise talked about in a more extensive setting notwithstanding 

exhibiting a contextual analysis on a particular methodology. 
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2.2 Working Process 

Screening: In screening applications, we are keen on keeping the clients from expect in various 

characters (for example a psychological militant utilizing numerous visas to enter an outside 

nation). This necessitates we guarantee an individual has not as of now enlisted under another 

expected iden-clean before including his new record into the database. Such screening is beyond 

the realm of imagination utilizing conventional confirmation components and biometrics gives 

the main accessible arrangement perceives a person by coordinating it with one of the models in 

the database.  

 

 

. 

 

2.3 Work Flow Diagram 

In this section I will talk about the related works, Cloud-based biometric innovation offers 

alluring arrangement potential outcomes, for example, savvy spaces, surrounding knowledge 

situations, get to control applications, versatile application, and the same. While customary 

(privately sent) innovation has been around for quite a while, cloud-based biometric 

acknowledgment innovation is moderately new. There are, be that as it may, various existing 

arrangements as of now available; these incorporate (among others) the arrangements by a 

measurements, Bio ID and, obviously, Face.com, which has as of late been obtained by 

Facebook. Contextual analyses, extent of the issue, challenges. In the wake of fixing the 

arrangement I have begun concentrating on some other related applications and contextual 

analyses. Abridge of those are included this part. 
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Figure 1: Flow Chartdiagram for implementation 
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2.4 Advantages 

Non-revocation: With token and secret phrase based methodologies, the culprit can generally 

deny carrying out the wrongdoing arguing that his/her secret word or ID was taken or traded off 

in any event, when gone up against with an electronic review trail. There is no chance to get 

wherein his case can be confirmed viably. This is known as the issue of deniability or of 

'renouncement'. Be that as it may, biometrics is inconclusively connected with a client and 

consequently it can't be loaned or taken making such renouncement infeasible.  

Precision and Security: Password based frameworks are inclined to lexicon and animal power 

assaults. Moreover, such frameworks are as helpless as their weakest secret phrase. Then again, 

biometric verification requires the physical nearness of the client and in this manner can't be 

dodged through a word reference or beast power style assault. Biometrics has additionally been 

appeared to have a higher piece quality contrasted with secret phrase based frameworks and is 

along these lines naturally secure  

Screening: In screening applications, we are keen on keeping the clients from expect in various 

characters (for example a psychological militant utilizing different identifications to enter an 

outside nation). This necessitates we guarantee an individual has not as of now enlisted under 

another expected idem-clean before including his new record into the database. Such screening is 

preposterous utilizing customary verification components and biometrics gives the main 

accessible arrangement 

 

2.5 Limitations 

However, note the contrast between the "biometric quality" n(e.g., your physical unique finger 

impression) its electronic rendition, called biometric signature or biometric layout Biometrics are 

diverse for a shrewd card or a token: if a biometric  

Biometric characteristics might be open, (for example face for example). So a security 

framework can't depend just on biometrics.  
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CHAPTER 3 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

3.1 Description 

The eye iris acknowledgment in biometrics we will recognize the individual from the crowd by 

only just based on subject's eye iris by remote human distinguishing proof. My proposed work 

can be comprehended by the accompanying stream outline effectively.  

Scientists have proposed diverse calculation for iris identification. Handling iris picture is a 

difficult errand and that is for the iris area can be blocked by eye-tops or eye-lashes. This will 

cause a contrast among intra and bury class examinations. Accordingly we chose to segregate the 

impacts of the eye-top and the impacts of the eye-lashes by utilizing just the left and right piece 

of the iris region for the iris acknowledgment. A large portion of the technique removes the total 

iris picture, yet we separate piece of the iris picture for the acknowledgment  

to demonstrate their characters, anyway passwords can be overlooked, and recognizable proof 

cards can be lost or taken. Biometric strategies, which distinguish individual’s dependent on 

physical or social attributes, are of intrigue since individuals can't overlook or lose their physical 

qualities in the manner that they can lose passwords or character cards. Biometric frameworks 

have been created dependent on fingerprints, facial highlights, voice, hand geometry, 

penmanship, the retina, and the one introduced in this work, the iris. Iris is troublesome issue in 

light of pre-preparing and division stages. 

 

3.2 Working Process: 

In their work they have indicated eye iris exhibits another iris division system which can 

powerfully portion the iris pictures gained utilizing close to infrared or unmistakable light. The 

proposed methodology abuses various higher request nearby pixel conditions to powerfully 

group the eye district pixels into iris or non-iris locales. Face and eye identification modules have 

been fused in the brought together structure to consequently give the confined eye area from 

facial picture for iris division.  
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Indicated eye new component extraction technique as per edge let change for recognizing the iris 

pictures is given. From the start, after division and standardization the collarets region of iris 

pictures has been separated. At that point we improve the nature of picture by utilizing middle 

channel, histogram leveling, and the two-dimensional (2-D) Wiener channel too. At long last, 

edge let change is utilized for removing highlights and afterward, the paired piece stream vector 

is produced  

Demonstrated strategies are more dependable and competent than single information based 

methods which are a uni-modular framework. Because of its applications just as highlights the 

hypothetical difficulties of multimodal biometric has attracted increasingly more consideration 

late years. They show that joining of iris and palm print biometrics with secure.  
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3.3 Work Follow Diagram 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Flow chart diagram for implementation  
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3.4 Advantage: 

Biometric verification turns out to be exceptionally encouraging since human physical qualities 

are substantially harder to fashion. The security code, passwords, equipment keys, shrewd card, 

attractive stripe card, ID cards, physical keys can be lost, taken, copied or left at home. 

Passwords can be overlooked, common or watched and individuals need to recollect a large 

number of passwords like ATM PIN, mail secret word and so on. For assortment of utilization 

biometrics validation is quick, simple, precision, dependable and more affordable. These days, 

biometrics utilizes non-obtrusive strategies for recognizable proof of people. Picture securing, 

pre-preparing, include extraction and layout putting away in the framework database are the 

stages engaged with the handling of biometric framework. The examination of the information 

inquiry picture includes and put away highlights are accomplished for confirmation during 

check. The loud sensor information, parody assaults, interclass likeness and intra-class varieties 

are the restrictions. To build the exhibition precision and to structure a biometric framework or to 

propose another way to deal with the current framework, one needs to comprehend the essential 

biometric framework, its parameters, impediments, biometric situation, biometric characters 

utilized for an application, kinds of mistakes and existing methodologies. Any biometric 

framework isn't an ideal framework. Continuously there is a requirement for improving the 

exactness and execution of the biometric framework. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

4.1 Requirement Analysis 

The exhibition of a unique finger impression highlight extraction and coordinating calculation 

depend vigorously upon the nature of the information unique finger impression picture. While 

the 'nature' of a unique mark picture can't be equitably estimated, it generally relates to the 

clearness of the edge structure in the unique finger impression picture. A 'decent' quality unique 

mark picture has high complexity and very much characterized edges and valleys. A 'low quality' 

unique mark is set apart by low difference and not well characterized limits between the edges 

and valleys. There are a few reasons that may corrupt the nature of the unique finger impression 

picture. 1. The edges are broken by nearness of wrinkles, wounds or wounds on the unique mark 

surface 2. Unnecessarily dry fingers lead to divided edges 3. Sweat-soaked fingerprints lead to 

connecting between progressive edges. 

 

Figure3: Fingerprint images of different quality. The quality decreases from left to right. (a) 

Good quality image with high contrast between the ridges and valleys (b) Insufficient distinction 

between ridges and valleys in the center of the image (c) Dry print.  
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Fourier Domain Filtering 

 

Figure 4: Block diagram of the filtering scheme proposed by Sherlock and Monroe 

 

Despite the fact that the computational unpredictability is diminished by performing relevant 

separating in the last phase of the calculation, the calculation has enormous space multifaceted 

nature since it expects us to register and hold sixteen profiteered pictures (pf0...pfN). In this way 

the calculation isn't appropriate for inserted applications where memory prerequisite is at a pre-

mum. The outcomes in their paper likewise demonstrate that while the calculation can kill the 

vast majority of the bogus particulars, it additionally misses increasingly number of authentic 

details when contrasted with other existing calculations. 
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Figure5: General architecture of a biometric system  

 

"Who am I?"). In this proposal, we will manage the issue of check utilizing fingerprints. By and 

large, biometric confirmation comprises of two phases (up to the Figure) (I) Enrollment and (ii) 

Authentication. During enlistment, the biometrics of the client is caught and the separated 

highlights (layout) are put away in the database. During validation, the biometrics of the client is 

caught again and the extricated highlights are contrasted and the ones previously existing in the 

database to decide a match. The particular record to get from the database is resolved utilizing 

the asserted personality of the client. The database itself might be focal or dispersed with every 

client conveying his format on a shrewd card.  
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Biometrics and Pattern Recognition  

1. In a customary example characterization issue, for example, Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR) 5 acknowledgment, the quantity of examples to group is little (A-Z) 

contrasted with the quantity of tests accessible for each class. Anyway if there should be an 

occurrence of biometric acknowledgment, the quantity of classes is as enormous as the 

arrangement of people in the database. In addition, it is regular that solitary a solitary format 

is enlisted per client  

 

2. The essential assignment in biometric acknowledgment is that of picking an appropriate 

element portrayal. When the highlights are deliberately picked, the demonstration of 

performing check is genuinely straight-forward and ordinarily utilizes basic measurements, 

for example, Euclidean separation. Subsequently the most testing parts of biometric 

recognizable proof includes sign and picture handling for expense genuine extraction  

 

3.  Since biometric layouts speak to by and by recognizable data of people, secu-ceremony 

and security of the information is of specific significance not at all like different uses of 

example acknowledgment  

 

4.  Modalities, for example, fingerprints, where the format is communicated as an unordered 

point set (details) don't fall under the classification of conventional multi-assortment/victoria 

includes normally utilized in design acknowledgment. 
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4.2 Hardware and Software 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6:Various commercial sensors available for live capture of fingerprints 

 

 

Fingerprint matching may be broadly classified into the following categories based on 

their riper- sensation 

to prove their identities, however passwords can be forgotten, and identification cards can 

be lost or stolen. Biometric methods, which identify people based on physical or 

behavioral characteristics, are of interest because people cannot forget or lose their 

physical characteristics in the way that they can lose passwords or identity cards. 
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Biometric systems have been developed based on fingerprints, facial features, voice, hand 

geometry, handwriting, the retina, and the one presented in this work, the iris. Iris is 

difficult issue because of pre-processing and segmentation phases. 
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Figure7: An illustration of a general biometric system with points of threats identified 

 

 

Fingerprints were acknowledged officially as substantial individual identifier in the mid 

twentieth century and have from that point forward become an accepted validation method in 

law-authorization organizations around the world.  
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Figure8: (a) Local Features: Minutiae (b) Global Features: Core and Delta 

 

 

 

 
Easy collectability: The process of collecting fingerprints has become very easy with the 

advent of online sensors. These sensors are capable of capturing high resolution images 

of the finger surface within a matter of seconds [54]. This process requires minimal or no 

user training and can be collected easily from co-operative or non-co-operative users. In 

contrast, other accurate modalities like iris recognition require very co-operative users 

and have considerable learning curve in using the identification system. 
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Figure9: Offline and on-line acquisition: (a) Acquired by rolling inked finger on paper (b) 

Latent fingerprint acquired from a crime scene, (c,d,e,f) Acquired from optical, (e) 

Acquired from a capacitive sensor 
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4.3 Input 

Figure10: Outline of the enhancement algorithm 
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The first stage consists of STFT analysis and the second stages perform the contextual filtering. 

The STFT stage yields the ridge orientation image, ridge frequency image and the block energy 

image which is then used to compute the region mask. Therefore the analysis phase 

simultaneously yields all the intrinsic images that are needed to perform full contextual filtering 

 

 

Figure8: Surface wave approximation: (a) Local region in a fingerprint image (b) Surface wave 

approximation (c,d) Fourier spectrum of the real fingerprint and the surface wave. The 

symmetric nature of the Fourier spectrum arrives from the properties of the Fourier transform for 

real signals  
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4.4 Output 

 

 

 
Figure11: Results: (a,b) Original and enhanced image(sample taken from FVC2002 

DB1 database) (c,d) Original and enhanced image(sample taken from FVC2002 DB2 

database) 
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Figure12 : Results of the proposed approach: (a)Original Image (b)Orientation Image 

(c)Energy Image (d)Ridge Frequency Image . 
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Figure13: Effect on accuracy: (a) ROC curves with and without enhancement (b) Some sample 

images from DB3 database. 
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CHAPTER 5 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

Comparison of Various biometric techniques based on biometric traits below 

Figure 14:Comparison of Various biometric   
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The examination of the diverse biometric techniques by thinking about the different 

elements. The biometric highlights of face, voice, finger impression, iris, hand geometry, 

retina, keystroke, walk, mark and DNA have the attributes like Universality, Uniqueness, 

Permanence, Performance, Collectability or Measurability, Acceptability and 

Circumference. These qualities are particular for each biometric type. These can be 

estimated in High, Medium and Low indicated by H, M, and L, individually. Any human 

physiological or conduct highlights can fill in as a biometric trademark as long as it 

fulfills these necessities. Analyzes the biometric highlights dependent on various 

elements. 

 

 

5.1 Comparative Analysis 

 
The correlation of the diverse biometric strategies by thinking about the different 

variables. The biometric highlights of face, voice, unique mark, iris, hand geometry, 

retina, keystroke, step, mark and DNA have the qualities like Universality, Uniqueness, 

Permanence, Performance, Collectability or Measurability, Acceptability and 

Circumference. These attributes are particular for each biometric type. These can be 

estimated in High, Medium and Low indicated by H, M, and L, individually. Any human 

physiological or social highlights can fill in as a biometric trademark as long as it fulfills 

these necessities. Table 8 thinks about the biometric highlights dependent on various 

components. A great deal of ubiquity is picked up for Cloud figuring in the realm of 

corporates since it gives secure, exceptionally advantageous and mass extra room for all 

the important information yet at the same time security concerns are there. The security 

can be guaranteed by sending biometrics for get to control applications, insightful 

conditions and brilliant spaces. 
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5.2 Challenges 

 

When creating biometric innovation for the cloud, one definitely experiences various 

difficulties and obstructions that should be tended to. Alongside meeting execution 

criteria and choosing the most appropriate stage for the advancement work, current 

enactment relating to distributed computing and biometrics when all is said in done, 

security concerns and information assurance gives all speak to significant difficulties for 

the improvement procedure. The difficulties called attention to above are tended to in 

various manners. The presentation of the biometric acknowledgment innovation can 

efficiently be assessed utilizing built up reproducible logical technique. Here, freely 

accessible databases with predefined exploratory conventions and execution criteria are 

ordinarily utilized to create execution appraises that can be contrasted and execution 

appraisals of recently surveyed innovation. The stage utilized in the advancement work is 

ordinarily chosen by ones inclinations or concerning the arranged attributes of the last 

item (for example deployable in a private or open cloud and so forth. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

We sort authenticators by three kinds as indicated by how they give security: information based, 

object-based, and ID-based. An information based authenticator gives se-curity by mystery, and 

models are a blend lock and a secret phrase. An article based authenticator gives security by 

being firmly held, and models are a metal key and an ATM card. An ID-based authenticator 

gives security by one of a kind ness and duplicate opposition, and models incorporate 

identification and a biometric. We contrast authenticators with deference with potential assaults 

and different issues. The assaults incorporate customer and host search assaults, listening in, 

robbery (counting biometric fashioning), replay, Trojan steed, and refusal of administration. 

Other security issues incorporate nonrepudiation, bargain detection, and the managerial issues of 

enlistment/enlistment, reset or bargain recuperation, and renouncement. Albeit a fitting 

verification arrangement relies on the specific application, a couple of blends of au-thenticators 

are prescribed. One is the straightforward secret word, which has exceptionally high security—if 

the client can recall it. Another is the token and secret phrase blend, particularly if the token can 

store or create numerous passwords and go about as an individual SSO gadget. A third is a 

biometric in consolidate ton with a token if nonrepudiation is required, and a special raised area 

capable biometric signal utilized in a test reaction convention is prescribed for the biometric for 

this situation 

 

6.2 Future Work 

Our decentralized model verifies personality qualifications in a believed situation on a client's 

believed gadgets to diminish the assault surface and change the entire plans of action for 

cybercriminals consistently target unified character stores. A criminal assault on a decentralized 

validation framework is neither unimportant nor versatile Today undertakings store numerous 

keys in a single spot nor every client is liable for some keys. Modifying this model will enable 
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undertakings to store numerous keys in many secure spots and for clients to possess one confided 

in key to numerous applications. At the point when the world accreditations decentralized along 

these lines validation turns out to be so a lot simpler and obviously more secure. With the 

previously mentioned functionalities of brilliant band, it functions admirably in shut conditions 

and with further augmentation in the abilities of decentralized identifiers; this thought can be 

stretched out to a verified Single Sign on (SSO). Further upgrades at the equipment can bolster 

numerous logins at same time. One of the most powerful, secure and proficient biometric based 

acknowledgment contrasted with other biometric frameworks is Iris based biometric 

acknowledgment. Complex highlights of human iris makes the iris code strong and hard to break. 

The iris code is steady, remarkable, intricate and hard to duplicate. The future extent of this 

thought is to execute iris based biometric acknowledgment utilizing square chain innovation. 
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